LOESS - Valladolid SPAIN: Blanco Rueda 2017 – Verdejo

This white Verdejo comes from the municipality of Rueda in Valladolid. The vineyard was planted in 1998 and trained along a vertical trellis. The wine is vinified in Stainless steel and remains on fine lees to enhance its organoleptic properties.

This clean and bright wine is an intense and light chrome yellow color, with glimmers of green. It's intense on the nose, with nuances of white fruits, peach and pineapple standing out over a background of balsamic aromas. On the palate it's very rounded, well-structured and palate filling. It's fresh, with a touch of acidity and a slightly bitter finish that afford it a youthful and lively quality. It has a long and pleasing aftertaste, and second smell reveals the fruits that first emerged on the nose to give the wine a touch of sweetness.

Approximately 50,000 bottles of this wonderful Verdejo go to market annually.

LOESS - Valladolid, SPAIN: Collection Blanco Rueda 2017 - Verdejo

This white wine of the Verdejo varietal comes from a superb vineyard planted in 1936 in Nava del Rey, Valladolid. The must is fermented in new French oak barrels, where the wine is later kept on fine lees for around six months.

The wine presents an intense lemon-straw color, with green glints. It's clean and bright. On the nose, the first impression is of floral aromas and white fruits, followed by tropical fruits and herbaceous and balsamic nuances, affording it freshness, mixed with tertiary aromas from the wood. The latter are extremely subtle unless the glass is swirled, but come to the fore as the wine breathes and gains in temperature. It's gentle, pleasing and enveloping in the mouth. It's an explosive and complex wine in aromas, and the combination of the woods makes it voluptuous, yet with a balanced acidity that will give it long life and freshness. It's persistent on the palate, with a slightly bitter finish that characterizes the varietal. Production is limited to 5,500 bottles annually.
Loess Inspiration is the result of a flash of inspiration during a tasting session. While searching for the ideal blend for our Loess Crianza 2012, with the coupage of certain barrels, we discovered this younger wine. It ages in barrels for around 9 months, and so may be included in the range of so-called high-end oak reds.

The various wines that blend to form Loess Inspiration have spent an average of 9 months in excellent quality French oak barrels, with light to medium toast levels in their 1st, 2nd, or 3rd year of use.

100% Tinta del País.

Production is approximately 50,000 bottles annually.

Tasting Notes: When the wine is opened as poured into a glass, Loess Inspiration presents a very young, but intense garnet color indicating the proper maceration of the grapes on harvesting. On the nose the wine quickly shows its considerable aromatic intensity, with a predominance of fruit subtly blended with the oak in which the wine has been aging for months, creating highly satisfying nuances of complexity. On the palate the varietal character is prominent with a pleasing texture, and its flavors are a complex blend of fruit, balsamics, and a hint of toasted oak, with a medium-long finish.
LOESS: D.O. Ribera del Duero
LOESS – FOR DUTY FREE AND TRAVEL COMPANIES BASED IN THE U.S. TERRITORY ONLY.

LOESS - Roa SPAIN: Ribera del Duero 2015

Our blue capsule wine, made with tinta del país grapes, is the region’s equivalent to a crianza. The wine’s alcoholic fermentation process takes place in stainless steel, and it is transferred to new French oak barrels for malolactic fermentation. It is aged for more than twelve months.

Around 30,000 bottles are put on sale annually.

This wine is clean and bright with ruby-red tones.

On the nose, it shows intense, open-wide fruity aromas (both red and black fruits) accompanied by vanilla, cocoa, cinnamon and coffee tones.

The wine is fresh and aromatic on the palate, with noble wood and fruit tannins that afford it structure and sweetness, and a medium-long persistence on the finish.

LOESS - Roa SPAIN: Collection Ribera del Duero 2012

In November / December the wine is transferred to new oak barrels French where it stays between 24 and 30 months. Production is around the 5,000 bottles and it is commercialized from the third year after its elaboration.

The sight is a clean and bright wine, with a layer of dense color, that in the tasting language we define as intensity covered layer high. On the nose, aromas of black and red fruits, combined with roasted, spicy and balsamic notes. All of them in one balanced mix that gives the wine great elegance and complexity.

Elegance because they are clean and clear nuances, complexity because are happening over time with oxygenation in the cup, which It allows you to enjoy wine during all your consumption. In the mouth the first thing we perceive is its texture. Sweet, round and structured, it is a powerful and pleasant wine, with personality. Of Great persistence, fruity and balanced.
CASA DO SOL - D.O. Rías Baixas
CASA DO SOL – FOR DUTY FREE AND TRAVEL COMPANIES BASED IN THE U.S. TERRITORY ONLY.

CASA DO SOL Albariño 2016 - Valle de Ulloa, Galicia: D.O. Rías Baixas

Long-standing Albariño; it's clean, with a pale yellow color and steely border that denotes youth. It has lime, citrus fruit, apricot background and fresh peach notes on the nose. Almond flower notes. The call to sea is present, with slight iodized marks that resemble pickle. It has a soft entry in the mouth, but with pronounced minerality; citrus are back...grapefruit, lime, with persistency of bone white fruits.

Casa do Sol Albariño pairs very well with all kinds of fish, seafood, soft rice, and non-greasy dishes; very specifically with Asian food, and specifically Japanese.

This wine has to be served at an approximate temperature of 11C.

Albariño Froiña 2017 - D.O. Rías Baixas

Albariño of yesteryear; clean, light yellow in color bordering on steely which denotes youth. The bouquet has hints of lime, citrus, apricot and fresh peach in the background. Notes of almond blossoms. Subtle calls to the oceans with notes of sea salt which recall brine.

On the palate it has a mild but noticeable minerality; the citrus fruits return, grapefruit, lime and the persistence of stone fruits.
8 Rosas Negras: D.O. Toro

The soft rolling hills of the 100 year old Vineyards of El Tomillar & Valdelentejas is where the Tinto de Toro varietals are grown in the sandy alluvial deposits for 8 Rosas Negras.

8 Rosas Negras has a cherry red color with blue hues are indicative of its youth. Aromas of black fruit compote are integrated into the oak, giving a fantastic balance between the fruit and the oak. On the palate it's creamy and full with silky tannons. 8 Rosas Negras wine is fresh and bright.

18 Rosas Negras: D.O. Toro

The soft rolling hills of the 100 year old Vineyards of El Tomillar & Valdelentejas is where the Tinto de Toro varietals are grown in the sandy alluvial deposits for 18 Rosas Negras.

18 Rosas Negras has an intense dark cherry red color and aromatics from the prolonged time in the French and American oak barrels. The complex, ripe fruit is well integrated with the toasty, spicy & creamy aromas. On the palate, still young with plenty of time to age. Good extraction, well balanced acidity accompanied by a long, intense tannic finish!

Aged 18 months in new barrel, 70% French oak and 30% American oak.
Viognier: The Viognier variety represents everything that is expected of a young white wine. A fruity wine with a floral background that makes it very elegant and intense. On the nose there are notes of orange, white stone fruits and light notes of flowers. The palate is fresh with a very present acidity that makes it a wine of very good evolution. It is long and balanced with a nice volume in the mouth.

Chardonnay: Pale yellow with greenish reflections. Its varietal aromas express pineapple, exotic fruits and green apple. Its short stay in barrel gives it a light toasted and fresh background. The entry into the mouth is fat, broad and of great persistence.

Malbec: Intense violet/red color. Aromas of red and balck berry fruits and a gentle hint of toasty sweet oak. Ripe blackberry, cherry, plums, with a touch of chocolate lead to a velvety yet full palate with good sweet ripe tannin presence. This grape holds its acidity well which makes it ideal for this climate an makes it a perfect wine to accompany our local Manchego cheese!
Alsón Syrah: Its intense and concentrated color gives way to a nose with great aromatic intensity, fresh, full of fruit and with a slight aroma of vanilla from the aromas of toasted oak. The palate is round and friendly, with an explosion of flavors and slight nuances of wood, with great volume and persistence.

Alsón Tempranillo: Cherry red with good color layer and bright colors. Intense nose, with notes of red fruit, licorice and slight toasted nuances. Elegant on the palate, with good structure, round, long, with a fresh and fruity finish.

Alsón Cabernet Sauvignon: It is an intense red wine with violet tones. The nose is fruity and complex, with certain mineral touches. The palate has structure, volume and great persistence. Despite being a full-bodied wine, its sweet tannins give it a perfect roundness in the mouth.

Alsón Merlot: It's a wine with a beautiful ruby color and aromas of ripe red fruits on a background of toasted oak. The palate is elegant, tasty, persistent and balanced. Its passage through French oak gives it elegant aromas that fade with fruit.
FLOR DE PARAMO VERDEJO

100% albarín, an exceedingly rare white variety native to the mountain valleys of Spain’s Picos de Europa. Offered for the first time as a varietal wine, this dry white displays intense tropical fruit and fresh herbs on the nose, with a creamy mid-palate and persistent, mineral finish. It is a perfect companion to delicate seafood dishes such as freshly caught trout.

FLOR DE PARAMO PRIETO PICUDO ROSÉ

Brilliant raspberry-red color combines with the aromatic intensity of the prieto picudo variety. Clear strawberry and floral notes on the nose introduce a full-bodied wine with firm acidity and elegant, long finish.

FLOR DE PARAMO PRIETO PICUDO RED

Brilliant deep garnet red color with hints of purple is matched by an intensely aromatic nose of red fruit and floral/spice character. The prieto picudo grape offers generous mouthfilling structure while retaining freshness in a long and lingering finish.
EL APRENDIZ PRIETO PICUDO TINTO

Clean bright deep garnet red color. Nose of ripe fruit and a fine wood background. The palate is dry, fresh, velvety, balanced and lingering.

EL APRENDIZ ALBARIN BLANCO

100% Albarin, and exceedingly rare wine variety native to the mountain valleys of Spain’s Picos de Europa. Clean, brilliant Green yellow colour. Displays intense green fruit and fresh herbs on the nose. Dry, fresh and well balanced. With a creamy mid palate and persistent elegant finish.

EL APRENDIZ PRIETO PICUDO ROSE

Brilliant raspberry red color combines with the aromatic intensity of the Prieto Picudo variety. Clear strawberry and floral notes on the nose introduce a full bodied wine with firm acidity and elegant long finish.
EL RESCATADO ALBARIN BLANCO

This organic unique and beautiful wine has a clean and shiny green-yellow color. It has fresh tropical fruit aromas with spicy hints and floral muscatel notes on the nose. Crisp, very elegant, and very long finish in the place.

EL RESCATADO ROSADO

This organic unique and beautiful wine has a brilliant raspberry-red color combines with aromatic intensity of the Prieto Picudo variety. Clear strawberry and floral notes on the nose introduce a full-bodied wine with firm acidity and elegant, long finish.

EL RESCATADO TINTO

This organic unique and beautiful wine has a clean bright deep garnet color. Nose of ripe fruit and fine wood background. The palate is dry, fresh, velvety, balanced and lingering.
Leyenda de Paramo
Castilla y León (León)

EL MUSICO 75CL

Brilliant deep garnet red color with hints of purple, clean and shiny. Intensely aromatic red fruit on the nose; with spicy, balsamic and mineral notes and empyreumatic background. Dry, fresh, powerful and balanced on the palate with a long and lingering finish.

EL MEDICO 75CL

Brilliant deep garnet red color with hints of purple, clean and shiny. Intensely aromatic red fruit on the nose; with spicy, balsamic and mineral notes and empyreumatic background. Dry, fresh, powerful and balanced on the palate with a long and lingering finish.

PICARDIAS VERDEJO SWEET

The wine presents a beautiful pale yellow dress with greenish tones, clean and bright with aromas of ripe white fruits, fresh herbs and tropical backgrounds. The palate is sweet, fresh, broad, balanced and persistent!
Anciño Blanco 2017 /Casal

A combination of Palomino and Torrontés varietals gives room to a wine that will surprise us by the unexpected lines of its character.

Pale yellow straw color, fruity, with ripe fruit notes, smooth, fruity and persistent.

Anciño Tinto 2017

The outcome of the combination of Garnacha and Mencía and a traditional elaboration is a fresh and fruity wine which makes us enjoy its character.

Intense cherry color, fresh and fruity, reminiscent of strawberries, raspberries and expressive varietal notes (pepper), smooth, fresh and fruity, thick with balsamic notes.

Pazo do Xan 2017

A combination of Palomino and Torrontés varietals gives room to a wine that will surprise us by the unexpected lines of its character.

Pale yellow straw color, fruity, with ripe fruit notes, smooth, fruity and persistent.
CUQUEIRA 2017

"A Cunqueira" has a lot to do with the Ribeiro, its wines and people. Cunqueira knows how to combine the classic and the modern in their same essence. This wine transmits the story of the soil from where it comes.

Yellow straw color, fresh, honest and expressive with fresh fruity notes, apple, peach and wild herbs, fruity and powerful, reminiscent of stone fruit, apricot and peach, with a complex, tasty and balsamic end.

Cunqueiro 2017

This wine is born as a tribute to our founder Mr. Severino Fernández and portrays the tradition, know-how and passion that we were taught generation after generation, through a hundred years of our story.

Reddish color with green shades, fresh and expressive, with fresh fruity notes (apple, peach) and wild herbs, fruity and powerful, reminiscent of stone fruit, with a tasty end, complexity and an excellent citric acidity.

Cunqueiro III Milenium 2017

The result of the rigorous selection of the best bunches of Treixadura, Godello, Albariño and Loureira, subjected to a careful process of preparation by cryomaceration with carbonic snow and then the ageing into their own lees between one and three months, guarantees the varietal purity and the traditional essence of the Ribeiro wines.

Clean, shiny visual, yellow straw colored with green shades, intense, complex, elegant and balsamic, reminiscent of white flowers, lavender, hay, mint and fresh fruit, powerful, fresh, fruity and rich. Powerful, wide and persistent with an excellent fruity expression, fresh, tasty and complex.
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Máis de Cunqueiro 2017 Torrontes

It means the definitive recognition of Torrontés varietal as one of the best and more versatile white varietals of Ribeiro. We choose carefully the best bunches from our farm “A Erbedeira”, where the soil and climate give unique characteristics to this varietal. The cold cryomaceration with carbonic snow and then the ageing into its own lees between two and four months give it smoothness and volume in the mouth. The result is an unique wine.

Bright straw color, aroma of candied fruit, with tropical notes and scent of lavender, hay and mint, Powerful, fresh, fruity and rich.

Máis de Cunqueiro 2017 Godello

The rigorous selection of the best bunches of Godello from our farm "A Erbedeira", where land and climate confer unique characteristics to this variety.

Elaborated in a traditional way, we have achieved a unique wine, to surprise the senses and palates of those who taste them.
EL VOLQUETE TEMPRANILLO

Dark cherry red wine. Intense nose with red fruits, pepper, slate, spices, clove. Balanced fresh acidity, high tannins, dry and structured, mineral and spicy, long finale.

EL VOLQUETE VERDEJO

Straw yellow color with greenish reflections, with aromas of tropical fruits like pineapple and passion fruit. Delicate nuances of lemon and herbaceous flowers. In the mouth it is potent, with great freshness and good vivacity.
Spanish Palate – Doña Juana, Jumilla

Varietal: Garnacha, Monastrell, Syrah (equal parts)

Vineyards: The bush vines are organically nurtured with an average age of 45 years.

Deep dark cherry red in color. On the nose, the fruit is deep, dark and seductive. Intense dark berry fruits with herbal touches; ripe berries with toasty vanilla. On the palate it's rich, velvety, fruit forward with a rounded texture, soft ripe tannins and a long delightful finish.